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Creiamo media
we make solutions



BROADCAST PRODUCTION

EDITING TECHNOLOGY

T4S offers specialized ENG and EFP crew services, enabling live 
connections with low-latency 5G broadcasting, instant editing, 
and multi-format distribution. We also provide multi-camera 
productions based on IP distribution, remote productions, 
technical directors, camera control, graphic integration, slow 
motion, and multilingual audio services. A highlight of our 
company is undoubtedly the management of sports, 
corporate, and journalistic events, along with cloud-based live 
streaming featuring interactive capabilities.

Time4Stream is at the forefront of utilizing the latest 
technologies to ensure excellent results and meet the needs of 
the television and film industry. We offer high-quality 
production and technical support for TV formats, 
documentaries, series, and advertising spots, including story 
implementation, scripting, executive production, and set 
technical management.

Our mission also includes providing excellent video 
post-production services using Avid platforms and Nexis 
storage, allowing us to manage a considerable volume of 
content for information, digital marketing, and television 
broadcasts. Our offerings are further enriched by color grading 
services using DaVinci Resolve and audio post-production with 
dedicated ProTools workstations. We also excel in VFX, CG, 
compositing, and motion graphics.

For just over a year, we have been developing expertise in the 
field of new technologies. Thanks to our CED and Virtual 
Production labs, T4S can offer various media solutions and 
video production technologies, enabling shooting scenes in a 
virtual and dynamic set, delivering an ultra-realistic outcome.

OUR SERVICES



OUR ADVENTURE

Time4Stream S.r.l. was founded in 2014 as a service player on a 
national and international scale. The technical expertise and the 
use of state-of-the-art broadcast transmission devices in the 
market have led the Neapolitan company to be considered and 
chosen by various broadcasters as a partner for their content. The 
character of T4S has allowed its specialized technicians to work 
alongside and support entities such as Sky Italia, RTI Mediaset, Rai, 
Class CNBC, and to expand to new realities such as Dazn, Netflix, 
and major companies in the global landscape (AdnKronos, Disney, 
Eni, Bayer).

A journey of growth and investments
 
The first step towards new television production services comes just 
three years later, when the team is involved in responding to the 
ever-increasing need to produce television products. On one hand, 
investments in equipment (from the camera department to 
lighting and grip department), on the other hand, continuous 
training of personnel aimed at providing customers with advanced 
technical support in line with the digital transformation of television 
products. This is how the team finds itself supporting and building 
television events such as the World Cup, the Champions League, as 
well as television formats for mainstream companies like Endemol, 
Infront, and Fox. An increasing number of adventures and 
achievements lead the group to invest in other areas of the country, 
resulting in the birth of the new Milan office. It is from here that the 
group extends its services to media creators, focusing on expertise, 
reliability, and 24/7 availability for the production of events, news, 
and media products of any kind.



The present, the future...

Today, T4S is also present with its own office in the Italian capital. 
The company's vision is to anticipate what can be considered the 
future needs of its customers, related to interactivity and the 
sharing of live production content. The commitment is to create a 
unified national structure, with a line that goes from Naples to Milan, 
passing through Rome, where the three offices are capable of 
sharing information, data, and workspaces in real-time. The 
operational base is the CED built in the Naples headquarters and 
the related Production Control Room: two environments from which 
it is now possible to manage audiovisual flows with zero latency. 
This high-tech asset allows the technical team to remotely control 
devices such as cameras, audio/video control rooms, and bounce 
input and output signals anywhere in the world.

European strategy and global vision

In 2018, Time4Stream's services expand and complete their 
offerings in the media market. The two main offices in Naples and 
Milan can now also rely on another strategically important 
operational point, this time on a European scale, in the Belgian 
capital, Brussels. From here, important players like SkyTg24 have the 
support of T4S for live connections from the European Parliament. 
The offices are equipped with state-of-the-art workstations and 
editing rooms, complete with management and archive 
infrastructure - fiber optics, NAS archives, and security certifications 
- that allow completing the offer with post-production and coloring 
services. Many post-production activities are distributed to 
broadcasters such as History, the German Zdf, the Artè France 
network, RAI Italian Television, just to name a few. The 
post-production sector culminates in 2020 with the acquisition of a 
client like ADNKronos, one of the first Italian press agencies, to which 
T4S will provide the entire editorial content pipeline for the GMC 
Group's channels on the Sky platform, as well as daily video news 
production in various editions, 365 days a year.



SOME OF OUR WORKS

OTT Programming Coverage | New Technologies | Technical, Editorial, 
and Executive Production

Remote Flow Management | On-the-Go Event 
Coverage with 4G LTE / 5G Technology

Content Creation | Formats | Distribution | Post-Production of 
over 15,000 Contents per year

Technical and Technological Support | 24/7 Live News from the 
European Parliament

ENG Crews | Special Productions | TV Formats Documentaries | Productions | News | CGI | Color | Editing



Advertising Campaigns | Corporate Videos | 3D Modeling | VFX | CGI Executive | Production & Post-Production

Large Event Directing | Forum Ambrosetti | 
Streaming Solutions | MCR Support

Academic Year Directing | Honoris Causa Graduation 
Events featuring Tim Cook, CEO of Apple5G Experimentation | Broadcast Solutions

Advanced Integrated Filming Systems



365 days a year serving
our clients

TRUST US

Highly Skilled Technicians.
State-of-the-Art Certified Equipment.

Certified Experience

We always choose the solution that 
best meets each client's needs

Transparent Costs
Our team ensures support 24 
hours a day, 365 days a year

24/7 Support

Transparency is our philosophy.
We believe that working together is a 
unique opportunity to cherish.

A Healthy Company



We will be happy to support you and find the best solution for your projects

Milan

Brussels

Rome

Bologna

Naples

Palermo

Follow Us

www.time4stream.comhttps://www.time4stream.com/

CONTACT US

Let's have a chat!

Write to Us
hello@time4stream.com

booking@time4stream.com

Call Us (24/7)

+39 3428413806

Naples - Via Benedetto Brin 55, 80142 Italy
Rome - Via Romeo Romei 23, 00136 Italy

Milan - Via Bernardo Quaranta 40, 20139 Italy
Palermo - Via Ugo la Malfa 56, 90146 Italy
Bologna - Via Del Fonditore 18, 40138 Italy

Brussels - European garrison

Come and visit us
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